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Congrats
February
Students
of the
Month!

OLMCPTG

Kindergarten: Noah Silveira and Hunter Karsch; Grade 1: Reagan Stanley; Grade
2: Mary Kate O’Connor and Zachary Paquette; Grade 3: Savannah Bloomer;
Grade 4: Benjamin Komeiga and Noah Worth; Grade 5: Cade Pelletier

LOTS OF

and

Mrs. Janet A. Maloney

On February 14, the Student
Council hosted a Valentine's
Day Sale. The students
sold bags of chocolate
hearts and Hershey kisses to
celebrate such a "sweet" day.
At the beginning of Lent, the Student Council held a
Birthday Supply drive for the Confetti
Foundation. This foundation is a nonprofit
organization that collects boxes of birthday supplies
to give to sick children in hospitals. The supplies are
given to parents to decorate their child's hospital
room on their birthday.
The Student Council is also prepping to hold its
annual Green Things sale on Friday, March 16.

MONDAY MORNING
MESSAGE
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY,
OLMC STUDENTS HEARD ABOUT OUR
FAITH FROM SOME AWESOME
GUESTS!
Ms. Jane Sales, our preschool teacher
assistant, told our students about the
power of one to make a difference and
how she helps in her parish outreach
program.
Mr. Walter Felag, District 10 RI State
Representative, told our students that
they are ,so fortunate to be able to
combine their learning with their faith
everyday.
Mr. Jack Flynn, former financial executive
with Fleet Financial Group, recounted his
faith journey and how he always takes
time each day to pray as Christ has been
the central guiding force in his life. He told
our students about how he retired from
altar serving at age 7 only to become a
server again as an adult!

Upcoming PTG Events
Family Fun Nights
April 13: Candy Bingo, hosted by K.
May 18: Science Night, hosted by Gr. 1
Fundraisers
March 23 BINGO
April 6: Comedy Night

Principal’s
Corner
Dear Parents,
Three years ago our teachers’ read the book Mindsets in the
Classroom by Mary Cay Ricci. Since then we have integrated growth
mindset into our school culture. Developed by psychologist Carol
Dweck, growth mindset is a belief about yourself, which impacts many
facets of life such as learning, skill acquisition, and personal and
professional success.
According to Dweck, there are two types of mindset: fixed and
growth. People who have a fixed mindset believe their intelligence or
talents cannot change; they are either smart or not. In a growth
mindset, people believe they can develop their intelligence and talents
through hard work and perseverance. This mindset allows people to
accomplish their goals and overcome challenges. Brain based
research has found the brain contains neuroplasticity, which is the
ability of the brain to adapt and rewire throughout life. It can create
new connections or eliminate unused connections. Students who have
a growth mindset learn more, learn it more quickly, and view
challenges as opportunities. These students tend to love learning and
become resilient to failure. This mindset allows for countless
accomplishments.
Many of our classrooms display growth mindset language. Here is
a sample of what is posted on the walls: This may take some time and
effort. What am I missing? Mistakes help me get better. I’ll use some
of the strategies I’ve learned. We believe it is vitally important for our
students to understand that intelligence is malleable and must be
developed. By educating our students about their brain’s potential, our
hope is that it will have an impact on our students’ success. We
believe that all children can be successful given the right mindset.
Parents have the greatest impact on how children see themselves.
The following are some suggestions for building growth mindset. First,
use growth mindset praise. Carefully choose words when offering
praise. If children receive encouragement for effort and persistence
they will work hard to learn and achieve in school. Second, model
flexibility. Demonstrate a flexible mentality when plans change or do
not go the expected way. Third, have a positive attitude. The “glass
half full” approach shows children there is a positive side to most
situations. Lastly, help your child to find a niche or opportunities to
experience success and build confidence.
It is with optimism and a belief in potential that we support our
students with growth mindset. This mindset helps build student
success in the classroom and creates a culture of achievement within
the school. Thank you to all parents who support the work we do at
OLMC School.
Yours in Christ,
Mrs. Maloney

are up and down and even conduct an orchestra to
classical music as we do our handwriting book. As we
moved through our Theme 6 in reading, we learned to look
for solutions to problems as a comprehension strategy. We
are problem solvers in math too... how to find the missing
number in a fact family and how to solve word problems.
Valentine's Day found us solving Minute to Win It
challenges using candy hearts. We completed our mapping
unit and were delighted to move through space on Google
Earth and land right in front of our classroom! As we move
towards Easter we are continuing to collect non-perishable
foods as our Lenten project. Thank you so much for
sharing in this effort.
Pre-K 3
Pre K 3 had a great time exchanging Valentine’s cards and
treats with their classmates on Valentine's Day. We have
been working hard on positional words in class. A “bear
hunt” song that all our students love has helped us learn
these words. This month the children were introduced to
the letters I, J, and K. Students brought in several items
beginning with these letter sounds. We went to visit our
Franklin Court friends with our fourth grade partners. We
brought them bouquets of handmade flowers to brighten up
their rooms. We sang songs, and they sang with us too!!
We are hoping for nicer weather so we can play outside on
our playground. "Rain, Rain go away! Pre K 3 wants to
play!
Pre-K 4
Pre-k four has been learning all about the Arctic and the
different animals that live on the ice caps and the northern
tundra. Many more animals live in the Arctic North than in
the south, as well as people. Eskimos, known as the Inuit,
have lived in the Arctic and survived by hunting and fishing
for thousands of years. The largest land predator is the
Polar Bear, which can get as tall as 10 feet when standing
on its hind legs and their paws can be as large as 12
inches. We also learned about the Aurora Borealis, the
Northern Lights. We have been working on rhyming words
and creating patterns. Our students of the week have
been Nina and Nora. Happy Birthday to Wyatt.
Kindergarten
The kindergarten students have been working hard on
reading their take home books! They love reading to their
families and to their classmates! They have met new alpha
friends Queenie Queen, Dudley Duck and Iggy Iguana! In
math, the class just finished working on addition. They love
challenging themselves with higher numbers. They just
began the chapter on subtraction and are already loving
it. In religion, they are learning about Lent and Jesus as an
adult. They enjoyed learning about the miracle of the
loaves and fish. In science, they are going to begin
learning about all types of weather. They will be learning
about the types of tools used to measure various
weather. They have been playing baseball with their
popcorn words and are having a blast!
Grade 1
We kicked February off with our 100th day of school. The
children enjoyed moving one hundred ways and recording
it. In actuality, they move in thousands of ways all day! We

Grade 2
February was a whirlwind in second grade! In math, we
have turned our attention to time and money - be sure to
ask a second grader what time it is! Social studies in
February focused on our country’s past presidents – each
second grader studied a president and did a show and tell
project with an artifact representing their president. We
even had a presentation about Chinese New Year. In
reading, second graders are learning about cause and
effect, pronouns and possessive nouns! We are gearing up
to host a toiletries drive during the Easter season, starting
nd
on Easter Monday (April 2 ) and going all the way until the
th
last school day before Pentecost (May 18 ) for the East
Bay Food Pantry. This service project will help us deepen
our relationship with our community just in time for First
Communion. More information to come! Even with all of
this excitement, the most awesome part of February for us
was…starting to learn cursive handwriting!
Grade 3
This month has been filled with lots of learning! Students
are finishing up their fourth reading chapter, which
concentrated on animal habitats. We also have been
focusing on strategies for reading non-fiction texts, such as
comparing and contrasting and differentiating between fact
and opinion. Students have enjoyed reading about real
world events, such as the Tesla Space X ship. In math,
students learned how to graph the results of surveys, and
had a ton of fun surveying the fourth and fifth grade on
their favorite vacation spots. Next in math, we are moving
onto the wonderful world of geometry! In religion, we have
learned ways one can pray and talk to God including
prayers of praise, blessing, intercession, thanksgiving, and
petition. Third grade also enjoyed hosting mass in
February. Lastly, in social studies, students have become
master map readers. They have a quiz on the continents
and oceans on Friday! Wish them luck!
Grade 4
February was a busy month. The 4th graders and pre k 3
students visited Franklin Court. We also worked hard in the
classroom. The current theme in reading is Problem
Solvers. Fractions, probability, and problem solving were
the highlights in math. We are continuing to study the
Commandments in religion. We are studying the Midwest
region of the United States. We are continuing our unit on
physical science. Finally, in English we are studying
adverbs and writing compare and contrast pieces.

Grade 5
The fifth graders continued to talk about the Lenten season
and learned the differences between ordinary time and the
liturgical year. In reading, the students started the poetry
unit. They read different types of poetry and worked on
interpreting poems. The students read a poetry book called
Love that Dog and they are in the beginning phases of
writing a variety of poetry. In math, the students completed
the fractions unit as well as created and analyzed graphs.
In social studies, the students learned about the history of
the Winter Olympics. They researched the different events
that took place during the Olympics and wrote short reports
on them. At the end of the Olympics, the students put
together a news broadcast about what they learned about
the Olympics and presented it at a recent community
meeting for grades K-5.
Grade 6
Literature: The class examined the literary elements and
plot points of the short story. Students read Jack London’s
classic, The King of Mazy May, which was set in Klondike
at a time when the Yukon Gold was on. It is a coming of
age narrative featuring the quest for gold in the Canadian
wilderness near Alaska, and the protagonist’s fortitude in
protecting his neighbor’s land.
English: The class continued to work on nouns with a
focus on possessive nouns.
Religion: The class learned more from the Old Testament
about the struggles of the Israelites as they continue to
grow as a people. Students learned about King David, King
Solomon, and how through the years following these kings,
the kingdom was split in two. Fr. Steve presented special
lessons for Lent and shared a powerpoint from his retreat
in Europe.
Science: The students have currently moved to another
book in our science series and are now learning about the
earth and moon. Students are learning about what causes
the seasons and about the earth's revolution and rotation.
As for the moon, students are learning about the different
phases of the moon and its effect throughout the
month. All science fairs projects were completed and
science fair night was a success!
History: The students are learning about military empires
and how people used large armies to conquer lands and
extend their rule.
Math: The students are learning about percents, decimlas
and fractions. Once we are completed with this, we will
move onto fractions and geometry. Within fractions, they
will learn how to add, subtract, multiply and divide
fractions. When we move into geometry, they will learn the
basics and formulas to find area.
Grade 7
Literature: The class finished reading the novel,
Bearstone, by Will Hobbs. Students examined all the
literary elements including characterization, plot, and
theme. In response to the reading and as a culminating
project, students worked in groups to create a podcast.
The podcasts presented a critique of the novel in the style
of a book review, with some extra sound features.
Religion: Seventh grade students have been making stained
glass windows for our room and learning more about the Holy

Spirit in religion class. Specifically, about how the Holy Spirit
is with them every day and the effect of the Holy Spirit in
biblical times.
Science: Science fair projects were a success and I loved
reading and viewing all of their projects and reports. The
students have been continuing their studies by learning
how to handle and use microscopes properly. Students
were able to look at objects and insects up close along with
being able to calculate the magnification they were using.
Civics: Civics has moved onto geography! Students are
learning about what goes into being a cartographer and
what in fact goes on a map.
Math: The students are working on percentages. The
students will be able to find the percentage of a number,
the rate, and the base number. They will be moving
forward to finding discount, markup, commission, and
simple interest.
Pre-Algebra 7: The students are learning about relations
and functions. They will start to graph linear equations and
find what the x-intercept and y-intercept are. They will also
learn how to write linear equations.
Grade 8
Literature: The class examined the literary elements and
plot points of the short story. Students read a coming of
age selection titled “The Medicine Bag.” The narrative
explores the Native American perspective as two cultures
come together in the life of the protagonist, a 14 year-old
boy whose father is white, and his mother is Sioux. The
story line addresses the essential question, “How do you
stay true to yourself?”
Science: In 8th grade, the students have been working
with speed, distance, and time problems. Students were
enjoying the problems, but were initially struggling when
they moved to more difficult calculations. To solve this
issue they spent extra time in class to review the areas of
difficulties along with playing some online games (Quizziz
& Quizlet) to help them gain a better understanding of
questions in a timely manner. Since then, students have
been doing terrific. Students have also completed their
science fair projects, which were amazing!
Religion: Students are learning that despite difficulties and
upheaval during the early Middle Ages, the Church grew
and expanded. We will also be preparing for the Lenten
season.
Algebra: Students are wrapping up graphing exponential
functions. They will be moving to radicals and exploring
how to solve quadratic equations using the quadratic
formula. The students will be moving onto graphing
quadratic equations called parabolas.
History: Currently, the students are learning about Great
Depression and the Stock Market Crash of 1929. After the
Great Depression, they will be moving onto learning about
World War II. The students will be reading Boy in the
Stripped Pajamas. They will be integrating this book with
the history of the Holocaust.
Art
Pre-school: Students continue to work on their alphabet
art. This month we have made “P” penguin, “Q” quilt and
“R” raccoon. The students have also been making snails
using coffee filters and markers for the shell creating very

colorful snails.
Kindergarten – Grade 2: Kindergarten through second
grade students have been creating Valentine’s Day
art. Some of the students made Valentines using bold
colors, patterns and varying the weight of the lines they
used. Other students created Valentine owls using
construction paper to create owls made only of hearts.
Grades 3-5: Grades three through five students have been
creating watercolor paintings of koi fish. The students were
able to research koi fish using the images they found as
references. The realistic drawings were then painted with
watercolors. The students used a variety of watercolor
techniques to create their artwork.
Middle School: Students have been studying the artwork
of Romero Britto. Britto is a Brazilian artist whose style
includes parts of cubism, pop art and graffiti. The students
had to create their own artwork inspired by his. They have
also been working on the contest Doodle for Google. This
year was the 10th anniversary of the contest, students
were asked to create a doodle of “What inspires me.” The
winner’s artwork will be made into an interactive doodle on
Google.com. The doodles came out great and it’s
awesome to see the different inspirations.
Music
February was the perfect month to put a little extra
kindness in the music room. It tried to make my students
feel extra special by providing specific personalized
attention with student having difficulty with fingering on
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more attention to my quieter students with extra
encouragement in all my classes is important. In addition,
we sang some kindness songs in elementary grades:
“Love Somebody” (a song from the Southern mountains),
“Heel Toe On The Line”(a favorite Valentine
activity),“Skidemeriky Dinky Dink”
(one of our favorite love songs), and “Oh Won’t you Be My
Valentine” (a fun upbeat song).
Physical Education
nd
Pre-k3, pre-k4, 1st and 2 grade students have been
working on their fleeing, dodging and running skills playing
various games. Also, during these games students are
actively learning how to stretch and exercise. Students in
grades 3-8 have been playing various dodge ball
games. Skills that they are working on are running, fleeing,
dodging, and throwing with accuracy and teamwork.
Health
Students in grades prek3-2nd have been learning about
the food pyramid and how too much sugar affects their
bodies. In grades 3-5, students are learning how to identify
important information on nutrition labels such as vitamins
and sugars. Students in grades 6-8 are learning about
essential nutrients, vitamins and minerals and why we
need these in our diets everyday.

SPOTLIGHT ON MRS. FEDERICO
Mrs. Federico graduated from Roger Williams University with a Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration, and then received her certification in elementary education. She
also completed middle school endorsement through Providence College School of
Education.
Mrs. Federico has been teaching at OLMC School for eighteen years in various
grades. She loves seeing the students’ growth, both academically and socially. She also
enjoys seeing students embrace project-based learning and applying learned strategies to
solve problems independently. Very often, you can hear her students devising a rock song
for their vocabulary words as a mnemonic device for memory or reenacting Colonial life.
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Mrs. Fed (as some students call her) loves that OLMC is a close-knit community where everyone knows each
otally
other. When someone is in need, the entire school community lends their support, or when someone achieves
an
accomplishment, the entire school community celebrates.
errific

eachers

In addition to teaching Mrs. Federico has mentored student teachers enrolled in the Roger Williams University Education
guitar andand
recorder,
andan
with
students
having
a hard time
Program,
has been
assistant
chair
on numerous
NEASC accreditation committees. She also is the OLMC Student
with complicated rhythms in drumming class. Trying to pay
Council advisor. Mrs. Federico lives with her husband, two children and a dog named Luke. She enjoys reading, eating
out and summer weather.
"Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire."

~ W. B. Yeats

